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ITZPATRICK GOOD PLACE TO LOSE SOMETHI

i

Envelope 'Test' Discl^es Campus Honesty
BY JOE EDWARDS
Co-Editor
There are at least 13 honest and thoughtful persons
at Eastern.
And the Fitzpatrick Arts
Building would be a good
place to lose something.
Such are the results of an exclusive Progress "test" conducted during the past week.
The "test" consisted of purleaving postage-paid
posely
Progress envelopes in conspicuous locations throughout campus. Eighty-eight envelopes each
addressed to The Progress, were
left in residence halls, classrooms
and
other campus
buildings.
Thirteen of the 88 were returned, or about 15 percent of
the envelopes "planted."
And two of the 13 envelopes
had been left in the Fitzpat-

rick Arts Building, one of the
least busy classroom buildings
on campus.
The other nine "returnees"
came from Brock Auditorium,
the Student Union cafeteria,
Combs Room 216, the Cammack
Building art gallery, Case Hall's
date lounge, and from lobbies in
Palmer, Keene, Commonwealth,
Walters, Telford and Clay residence halls.
Each of the 88 envelopes had
been coded prior to being left
at their locations by Progress
Researchers Lynda McDonald
and Gayle Schloss.
The "code" was small numbers written in ink in a corner
on each envelope's back which
corresponded with a list disclosing where the envelopes were
placed.
Inside all the envelopes was a
blank piece of paper.
Twelve of the 13 were returned
by U.S. Mall. Ironically, the
only envelope returned by campus mail was one planted in Keene
Hall, the farthest planting point

from the campus mail depository in the administration b\nd'Ing.
\
Planting points includ«d three
in Alumni Coliseum, 10 in the
Student Union Grill, thret in the
library, 16 in the CombsBuilding, three in Brock Audtorlum
prior to last Wednesday'areshman assembly, and two <] the
Student Union cafeteria.
Also, two were left In the talent Union lobby, two In the »r_
rler Building, two in Mnre
Building, three in Clay Hall, tf«e
in Case Hall, two In Roark Buying, two in Walters Hall, and »0
in Burnam.
Also, two were left in aar.
mack Building and in each r
Telford, Sullivan, McGr
Commonwealth, Miller, Dupee
Combs, Keith, Martin, Matox,
O'Donnell, Palmer, Todd and
Keene residence halls.
Two also were planted in Fizpatrick Arts Building, both of
which were returned.
The 88 were planted Tuesdy,
Wednesday and Thursday of "

Vthe returnees, eight were
smarted last Friday, two this
ay and one «ach from last
•day and last Tuewev.
e on* with Tuesday's po.t' the earliest, had been
„ only hours earlier in the
arlck Building.
two with this Monday's
PosVjk, the latest, had been
j last Wednesday in Walterskall and in Brock Audiprior to the freshman as-

EUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE

ietter returned by campus
mail hti no postmark.
The V test" was designed to
gauge fee honesty and thoughtless « persons on campus,
and v> indicate the chances of
having something returned should
it be lost at Eastern.
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But, if nothing else, now y°u
know what all those Process
envelopes were doing OP campus
the last few days.

Here is one of the IS envelopes which were ^turned.

Sorority Rush Rules

'Double-Talk'
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Campus Plans Formulated
Vietnam Moratorium
is supported by student's actlBY JOHN PERKINS
yityfees.
News Editor
, This year the budget includes
The
Eastern
Student provisions for the hiring of a
Council Tuesday gave its full-time secretary for the Stusupport to the National
Vietnam War Moratorium
next Wednesday.
The day of moratorium, which
is
expected to bo observed
throughout the nation by more
than 500 colleges and universities, will include speeches by
several Eastern professors, including Dr. Cedric Yeo, associate
professor of history. Keith Lucey, a non-council
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
member who requested the resOrganisation* Editor
olution', told the Council Tuesday
that the day of moratorium would
Greek
Day begins
fall
»13U MMilUUV
vrviau uiacuss
v»»ww» »»«»*
m mm"' '
also
Include several
discussion
groups and a question and answer fraternity rush Sunday tor
period.
«JI full-time male students,
.
Lucey
suggested that inotuaents umn UHTV -ucnaea
structors either dismiss classes
or not take roll from 4-* P.m. ^ni*,? maintained a 2.0 grade
next Wednesday.
stanaing.
Students Interested In rushing
Cfcasses To Meet
are to meet in the Grlse Room,
^- -rh«m.. <»ov.ll Combs Building, at 2 P.m. Sun-

office. Th. Coundent Council SSlveSaoOforadell will also receive
verUslng and printing
printing for
»rrthe
w*.
student discount system, |400
for a Council-sponsored scholar-

Tuesday's Council
.hip fund, and *™*»^m£ SK^wS^ said that
•dnc.ttooal material, for stu- """^"gPSE
Chief Justice
dents and faculty.
Barry
i*.
The two freshman members of 'the Student Court, had selecBob Babbage and Ernesto
of the Student Court wars an- ted
Scorsone to the Judicial posts.

Eraternity Rush
To Begin Sunday

Dtnappotnted
Robert foerfleid vice-president of the Council and Chairman of the Mule Barn Committee,
said that he is rather disappointed In a lack of student participation thus far at the University's new student recreation
center at Arlington.

as fftrsusa £2 JS'tLffnres

recreation room from 7 to 9
p.m., and a Sigma Nu smoker b»
Todd Hall from 9:80 to U**0
p.m.
Also -Pi- •■■"•■
Kappa —
Ai«,a
smokerJn V.F.W.,
—■
«"w»————«»—
University-approved activities.
Dupree Hall from 9:30 to 11:80 Party at the Landsdown Country
Warfield said that any stup.m., Phi Delta Theta smoker in Club In Lexington.
Combs Hall lobby Trom 9:80 to Parties also to be Friday will dent's suggestion may be sub,, an
unkonii HM.. ..-I be: the Omega Phi Psl party mitted at the Student Council
to be announced and the Beta Office Studeat Union Building.
8.30 t0 9.30 pm- ^ ^ 0ml. Omicron Chi, "Casino Royale"
crQa <M ^^ from 7.,0 p>m# to party
from 8 p.m. to midnight
Non preference parties Friday
midnight with no dates.
night
also will be given by
__m__ m
Theta Chi, to be announced and
Smoker In Combs
Sigma Nu, at the N.C.O. Club.
Saturday night will close rush
functions with the following prefrom 8:30 to 10:30 p.m., and Tau ference parties: Delta Upsllon
Kappa Epsilon open house from 7 banquet in the Studeat Union
C
a
2*» peSod ci«'me1u?g s MarUn will discuss fraternity to 10 p.m. on the ninth floor, (date), Pi Kappa Alpha party at
St. Agatha's
Hall, Phi Delta
would not be dismissed.
housing.
Todd Hall.
be announced.
Theta
party
to
Dr. Stovall also said that his Rushees will become acWednesday,
IB, functions sigma Nu party to be announced $
ay Oct. 15
offlce suggested the 4 p.m. time qualnted with the various frater- will be: Pi Kappa Alpha open Btta Omicron Chi party at the §
for the programs for this reason, nities with a guided tour through house on the ninth floor Dupree officer's
Club at 7:80 p.m., *"
Combs Building classrooms. a Delta Upsllon party with Kap- Tneta Chi party at the Lexington
According to Lucey arrange- where the organizations conduct pa Delta Sorority from 5 to 7 Aquatic ciub and Tau Kappa
t
ments are being made with the orientation meetings for the new- p.m. Phi Delta Theta open house Epsilon to be announced.
administration tor use of the comers.
on the eleventh floor of Todd
Sunday begins "silent period"
Van Peursem Pavilion during the
Hall and Sigma Nu open house
WfcSS
(Continued on rage Bight)
day of moratorium.
15 Minute Visits
on the tenth floor of Todd Hail
8 p.m. to midnight
After the council gave the Fifteen minutes will be s enigt from
Also
Kappa Alpha party from
vis
measure Its support, president with each fraternity;
7:30
p.m.
to midnight, Alpha Chi
Jim Pellegtinon urged students hours will end at 5 p.m?
Alpha open house on the sixth
to participate In the day of morA Greek Banquet will be Mon- floor of Todd Hall from 8 to
atorium and appointed a Student day In the Student Union Caf- io p.m. and a Beta Omicron Chi
Council committee
to assist eterla where all Greeks and rush- smoker In Todd Hall where a datin preparation for the programs ees should be present
ing game and style show will be
next Wednesday.
Master
of
ceremonies
of
the
from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
The Council also approved its
$8,250 budget for 1969-70, which banquet will be Judson, and the
Open House
_!
_
i
Dean of Fraternity Affairs, Bob
Pellegrlnon commented that he
Tomorrow is the deadTarvln, will present the Schol- Also Omega Phi Psl open house line for all class election doesn't think that there will
lor ■«."«
«~»»» n#arl^ „ many atudents ^^^
arshlp Award to the fraternity on the seventh floor of Toddfrom
with last year's highest total ac- 7 to 9 p,m Theta Chi smoker petitions, according to Stu- for cUsg lMtM ma year as
Council
president ^„9 were last year, when the
cumulative grade average. A na- Jn Dupree Hail from 7 to 9 p.m., dent
tlonal representative from Sigma and Tftu Kappa Epsilon smoker James V. Pelleprrinon.
ballots were covered with 103
names.
Open hours at the Mulebarn Nu will be guest speaker.
tn Dupree Hall from 9:45 to 11
The petitioners, who were orithis weekend are 5 until 11 P.m.
P.m.
ginally scheduled to turn In their
James Culbertson, in charge of
Smokers Monday Night
Functions for Thursday, Oct. 16 petitions yesterday (Wednesday), voting in next Thursday's electonight (Thursday), 5 until mid_ L
. _ .,
... will be: a Kappa Alpha party
night Friday and Saturday, and
allowed *«w
keep them
tion, said
that ballots
again
,;,„;, ,i elir:rtav
smoaers
Smokers
ana
and rusn
rush parties
parttes wm
wiu t m
»
,„,„, 7.30
Doing ewwva
"•««■ un«*•- uun,
s»iu u»i
u«.«« will
w— -•—N c Q
0
Club
C1 b ,_._
7:30 are being
5 until
11
Sunday.
^t^KSidd, junior and begin that night after the ban- ^J^SS^^wS!L£ *" noon K°,n ™day because of a ? j, ^ form of I.BJI. eardfc
K.WSI« nfVntuanni commit- Quet with PI Kappa Alpha hav- ;r ln x^dHaU from 8 to 9 o.m. typographical error on all the Culbertson also requested that
candidates
ttTSrm^uUteXlesTm. ?ng open house on th. ninti,floor, ^p^^eEa smoae'r* to petition
o.tiUon forms.
Idates submit their petitions
petition,
4«*
T..-«I.V
ni>h*
eleven
before
tomorrow, if possible, In
facility, slid Tuesday h. Is try- Dupree, Beta Omicron Chi having be ^n^
As of Tuesday nignt, eieven
nr«v«>nt a tie-up in th.
lna to geTband. to play at the a party with no dates, and SlgAlso, PI Kappa Alpha stag parm Nu
•tructore
»
^ havln* *" ^^ houM ty in Winchester. Delta Upsllon
The bu'lldlng Is northwest of from 8 to 10 p.m.
party with the Kappa Phi Delta FrashmajL jff?eldent-Edward orlnt «• cardsJerry's Restaurant on U.S. HighTuesday, fraternity functions Sorority and Alpha Chi Alpha Meyer and Greg Osborne; Viceb. at
E1-ctlon officials will be
way"* on Si Test side of the will be : a Delta Upsllon smoker smoker at the Alumni Hous. from pr.sldent--Klrk CaudU.Tyler J1^ ^Ttrom 10 a.m.
road. Admi.slon to the facility. In th. Todd Hall recreation room
Martin Is about to toss the ball to Eastern's w= op^Urt WednYsday. is Jrom^toJ p.m., *£»* 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Easterns Colonels played their first game
tri-captalns Just before the kick-off. The
Saturday on Hanger Field, and the ball used
John Clements,
Kenton Douuiamemo. and
anu RWMI
UWpresident later presented the once-used ball
Cookout At Cave
on the opening kick-off has been saved.
Voting places will be In every
ney;
Student
council
Represento Eastern Athletic Director Glen E. Presnell.
Above. Eastern President Dr. Rober
dorm
on campus, with the ex-j
Also, Beta Omicron Chi cookout tative—Bob Babbage.
ceptlon
of MUler and McCreary
at Adam's Cave at 6:30 p.m. with
There had been no Junior petfor men, which will
no dates, Theta Chi open house itions received at the Student dormitories
be
Incorporated
into one balloting I
on the eighth floor of Dupree Council office Wednesday night.
place
In
th.
lobby
of BackhamJ
Hall Omega Phi Pil party to
Hail.
be announced, and Tau Kappa
The signature of the entrant's
Sophomore
president—Kip
float and residence hall decoration Building and are due it
Epsilon party at 7:30 (dates). Cameron; Student Council reprepresident.
Tomorrow (Friday) is the deadtion applications must meet five
that office by 4:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Commuters will vote in on.(
The signature of the entrant's
Friday Oct. 17 begins prefer- sentative—Rex Dunn.
line for submitting Homecoming
requirements to be valid. They
th.
18 dorm polls, according
Official
campus
organizations
sponsor.
oarade float and residence hall
ence parties which will be by
include:
Senior president—Mlk. Bow- Culbertson, because there
are eligible for one entry in each
Moreover, Parsons noted that
invitation only and are scheduled
decoration applications and for
The float theme.
vice - president—Guy not be a ballot box in th.;
of the three categories.
only three of about 30 applicaore-Queen nominations.
as follows: Tau Kappa Epsilon ers;
The class entered (originality
P
Colson;
Student
Council repre- Union Building for them
Rudd
Parsons,
senior
In
tions
which
had
been
submltparty
to
be
announced,
Alpha
Applications in each of the
or beauty).
sentative--Shawna Cartwrlght.
1
charge
of
Homecoming
preparayear.
Chi
Alpha
party
to
be
announced,
three categories may' J-Jjggj
(Continued on Page Eight)
A $5 application fee.
tions emphasized this week that
in Room 201, Coates Administra-
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Class Petitions
Due Friday

Hours Listed
For Mulebarn

An Era Begins

Homecoming Entry Deadline Is Friday

V
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A Means Of Expression
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Progress EndorseyftZoratorium Ivenis
/

wi9

Peace — Life — Wrong.
War — Death — Right.
.}.'. For the better part of this decade, for
some unfathomable reason, this opening
m series of words, in the aboveytfrder, have
been characteristic of tr^fhought pattern.
I of our nation.
/ "
The war in Vietnam has become an element of our existence in the same way
' leprosy becomes a part of the lives of those
".in a colony of lepers.
4* We are continually aware of it, our com>-" munications media is filled with its tragic
log every day.
For too long, the majority of our people

JK

accepted the war as an unpleasant factW
or so it's claimed, our troop.commit^15
life. A fact which we were told was neces\ and participation in the •***■
I I
sary because of some vague reasoning of
Next Wednesday, fcrfling bells, ser/in/rs,
which no one was completely aware. This is
and prayer vigils will be a few of tfe clarto Say that the people accepted it until the
acterisvjes 0f a nationwide morato^um on
past two years. Then the public began to
college Cbcnpuses against the war/in ****
question, seeking reasons, but came away
nam.
/
dissatisfied with the answers.
This public expression of opposition to
In these past two years, the polls tell us,, the war has garnered a great deal of support,
public opinion on the Vietnam War has
throughout the nation, in hopes that t will
reversed itself. A consensus of our people
further signify the disfavor that nc only
now think for one reason or another,'
the academic community, but the entie pubit would be best for us to end the war. This
lic as well feel toward the war.
reversal of opinion has been a primary factOur campus, like hundreds of oners, has
or in influencing our government to reduce,
planned events for the fifteenth
Tuesday night, the plans for these activities were brought before & Student
Council, and were approved.
The activities, reasonable f sincere, will
consist of a program in t* amphitheatre
with faculty and studenMPeakcrs- In ie*a"
tion to these activities, irhas been requested
that students who are interested in participating in the scmir*r be excused from
classes eighth period" of that day.
The Progress endorses these activities,
not because of our feelings toward the war
or that we agree with the moratorium, but
because free expression bf thought and feel"Our fraternity stresses good grades. Last
ing has long been characteristic of our soyear we had the highest grade index of any
ciety and nation.
fraternity on campus."
We urge both those who initiated the
We've got the best test file on campus.
activities and the committee appointed by
"To tell you the truth, Dad, my meals
the Council to plan with them, to present
cost more than I had expected. My books
a truly sincere and expressive program on
cost a lot, too. And the car seems to be
this problem.
using more gas.
We are confident that these activities will
I need more money.
be a valuable expression of concern on prob"Caution: cigarette smoking may be danably our most important national issue.
gerous to your health."

"Dull, I caught the first
kick-off in the NEW field,

IIIIIIMII

er- --NEW stadium! Well
anvwav it's an honor er- - What's the matter coach,

Translation

■

■

I

By JOE EDWARDS
It's called "double-talk." It also can be
called "deception."
It works like this:
"I did poorly on the exam, Dr. Smith,
because I didn't have time to study."
Translation: I just couldn't pass up that
..date last night. , .
320 "The advantage of the pass-fail system
,.■ is being able to take elective courses withp. out hurting your grade index."
Translation: It keeps D's off your record.
"The student discount system has been
removed from the Student Council to give
another campus group the chance to make
money from it."
Translation: Somebody didn't like the
speakers the Student Council was bringing
to campus with proceeds from the discount
system.
"Yes, Dr. Smith, 'The Odyssey' is a fine
book. From cover to cover, the author captures the reader's attention with interesting
reading. I honestly think it is one of the
most well-written books I've ever read. I
really enjoyed it. I'd recommend that it always be required.
I didn't read it.
"And if I'm elected president of the
United States, I assure ya the local school
boards, not the fed-ral gov'ment, will decide the bussing policies."
I'm for segregation.
"I think we can be well on our way to
being out of Vietnam by the end of 1970."
"The Republican candidates need to look
good for the '70 congressional elections.
"We'll have to change plans for Saturday. Something unexpected came up."
I finally found a ride home.

It causes lung cancer.
"VASCAR patrolled."
They're state policemen around the corners and hiding behind bridge structures.
"This movie has been rated X."
This is one of the bawdiest ye*. And it
won't be on TV.
"I'd like to go to the Homecoming dance,
John, but I'll have to see if I can find a
dress."
I want to see who else asks me.
"Be prepared for a quiz Friday."
We're having a quiz Friday.
"Boy, the courses sure are tough, Dad.
I just don't know how I'll make it through
comp. High school sure wasn't like this.
I've got so much homework I hardly have
time to do anything else."
I'm going to flunk out.
"Some of you students are certainly going
to be surprised when you get your tests
back."
Most of you flunked.
"I should have your tests back next Monday. I haven't had a chance to look them
over yet."
If you're lucky, you'll get your tests next
Friday. I've been watching television a lot
lately.

Significant Week

K

Last week was most significant for the
student body at Eastern.
^
Saturday, to quote an oft used phrase,
"marked the w-o~"«mg of a new era" with
the playing of the initial game in the university's new multi-million dollar athleticacademic complex.
Though the stadium was impressive, it
was by no means the only significant facility made available to the students last
week. The building with the unusual name,
MULEBARN, initiated what we hope will
be an important part of the student's life at
Eastern.
Many times in the quest for new academic buildings, dormitories, and related fa-j
cilities, the simple needs of the student are
overlooked. These needs, although not absolutely essential to a university student,
make his stay more pleasant as they de-»
velop a positive atmosphere in which he
resides.
This new of f-campus student center opens
(Continued on Page Three)
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Concerned Alumna
Dear Editor:
I am an Eastern alumna, and I have a
daughter now attending Eastern. I also have a
son who Is attending the University of Kentucky. Recently, when U.K. played Indiana at
Stoll Field on Saturday afternoon, and Eastern
played Ball State on the same field that night,
my husband and I came down and attended both
games.
We have been very impressed about many
things at Eastern in the last few years, and;
we feel that since it has become a university,
it has reached U.K. and surpassed It In
many respects.
However, tfc* atudent body, faculty, administration and everyone connected with Eastern
should be totally ashamed of Eastern's overall
showing in their appearance at Stoll Field,
especially compared to the showing made by
U.K. the same day.
It really clearly served to remind us that Eastern has a lot of growing to do before It approaches the level of U.K. in spirit, attendance,
performance, organisation, etc. Even though.
Eastern won their game rather handily, the
spirit of the students there was like a funeral
atmosphere compared to those of the U.K. students in their losing cause against Indiana.
The Eastern students never once supported
their cheerleaders In a yell, and I do mean
not once! The poor cheerleaders just stood down
there and went through their motions, and no
one seemed to know what they were yelling
or even cared. The cheerleaders could Just as
well have stayed In Richmond or sat In the
stand.

What Is wrong with those thousands
thousands of boys at Eastern? Aren't there at
least four or five husky and acrobatic boys at
Eastern who will get out and lead yells for
their athletic teams? Perhaps they might
think It Is sissy, but believe me, the way the UK
boys do it, it is anything but sissy. Besides,
every major university in the country has boys
for cheerleaders.
Someone at Eastern should certainly encourage some boys to help lead cheers, because
they really add a lot to the spirit and enthusiasm, and it is bound to be a lot of fun. too.
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In short, everything connected with the Eastern-Ball State game was just plain "high schoollsh" compared to the thoroughly interesting,
exciting, and entertaining extravagansa put
on by U.K. Unless a lot of things change, the
new stadium at Eastern Is not going to be
enough to create a university atmosphere at
their football games. I would like to challenge
the sororities and fraternities to go
all out to
generate a great "Eastern spirit'7 throughout
the entire student body, and not Just among
themselves.
*
An Eastern Grad and Fan Forever
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It Is so very evident to an onlooker that
Eastern's student body is poorly organised as
a group. The only times they showed any organised spirit at the Ball State game was when
Eastern was about to score or when they
scored. Otherwise, the entire group never united
In cheers. At U. K.'s game, the students roared
as one huge voice throughout the entire game,
even though their team was never ahead or
hardly in the game. This Is real spirit!
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Dear Editor:
At the rlak of sounding both ankle and Immature, I Trimble when I read the Editorial
Page of your publication.
Sincerely yours,
Daniel Wayne Kent

In contrast, the U.K. cheerleaders were made
up of several energetic, husky, handsome boys,
as well as some very bouncy, pretty girls, and
they did all sorts of cleverly organised yens
and acrobatics, which showed a lot of hard work
as well as skill. The U. K. cheerleaders also had
an electric microphone connected to a P.A.
system, with which they told the student body
loud and clear what to yell, and the students
responded and how!!!

All copy intended for publication must be received
by the editor prior to Monday at 10 a.m.
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did I forget Something?"

Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office
In Richmond, Kentucky 40475
STAFF MEMBERS. Craig Ammerman, Robert Babbage. Larry Bailey," Steve Bamlduro, Sue Bertrand,
Jeff Boimell, Libby Bramlage. Patricia Carr, Al Clark,
Michael Coers, Kerry Cooper, Charles Dorroh, Kitty
Dyehouse, Sonja Folsy, Jack Frost, John Graves,
•Sandra Grimes, Patsy Gross, Ken Hariow. Mark
Holbrook, Jerry House, Jimmy House, Joan Hutson,
.Rebecca Irving, Rebecca Jones. Allan Korn. Brenda
Ragland, Duane Ridden, Peggy Thomas, Doug Vance.
Ray Walker, Tony Warren, Steven WatWns. Bob
Whltlock.
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Sound OfT

The Show That's Happening
By CHARLES HOUSE
.Editorial Featurist
I had planned to observe the show when
a controversial guest would be airing his
philosoprMcsywhen the commentator, in turn,
would be receiving (over the phone) onslaughts of verbage designed to undermine
one's. . .well, confidence.
I had left my phone number with the
station, presumptuously hoping that I would
get an appointment to view the air battle
at close range.
So, sure enough, when I was least expecting it> the commentator called and said,
"come on down." It mattered not that the
show started in five minutes, that there
would not be a controversial guest and that
tonight's show would be a dull one. The
subject was Governor Nunn's tax speech,
just presented on the station.
I threw on a jacket and rushed to the
station.
"Sound Off" is Lexington's controversial
radio talk show.
It has only recently become controversial,
and only in the last few months has it become good, old-fashioned, red-hot controversial.
In the old days <pre-February, 1969),
under less provocative handling, "Sound
Off" had been a mildly interesting exchange
of chatter between the commentator and
callers engaged in "sounding off on topical matters.
Now, however, at 5:05 p.m. daily, \
v
"Sound Off" is what's happening. Its THE
show to listen to.
The new found prominence is due to the
gargantuan personage of Rill Crisp, the
loquacious doer of good deeds, righter of
wrongs and White Knight (if somewhat
soiled) of equal time.
Crisp came to WLAP last February from
a stint of four years at Louisville's celebrated radio station, WAKY, where he
was an ever popular disc jockey and program manager." (Many of you will remember, 'Mama, come get your darling baby
boy!")
The secretary led me to the small studio
where he and newsman Rich Gimmel were
answering questions pertaining to the governor's speech.
At w/€bn«^e'ana,si9rawled' iiir a chair,
he wastifessed in a yellow knit shirt, fustcolored, checked pants and buckled, miniboots. With his fairly long, jet black hair
and eyes to match, he looked like Marcello
what's-his-name and came on like Burt Lan1 caster, curt and in control.
On the radio he comes on confident. He
sat there nervously drawing on a cigarette,

Haynie

o<*

In World Affairs

Do Nice Gifvs Finish Last ?

fumbling with knobs and dials, reaching
and adjusting, reaching and re-adjusting
Bv CARL ROWAN
some more, but confident.
WASHINGTON — Is it only in baseBut Crisp likes his job. The inevitable
ball, or is it in world affairs also, that nice
crack-pot calls and he winks, mimics, and
guys finish last?
guffaws aside but answers with "that's
Perhaps the meek will inherit the earth
pretty wild."
eventually, but a comparison of events in
A democrat calls, "This seems to be
Czechoslovakia and Vietnam will lead a
knock Louie Day," then, "What they've
lot of people to conclude that only a brutal,
done so far is beginning to look a little
hard-nosed usage of power guarantees "success' in this world of endless conflict.
good,"
The Czech Communist party has ousted
Tongue in cheek, he edges the callers on
reformist leader Alexander Dubcek from
to more profound statements. A lady calls
the presidium. A giant purge is under way
and disagrees that women need tax cuts.
throughout
that ill-fated land, sweeping
"I don't agree about women's clothes. All
into limbo or worse all who dared believe.
they need is a blouse and a hanky — that's
V-Oh, Sura, Only 83 RiM Thm Tim, But W«1
1*111*1 CenhtS—nSnu^uBu.-itr,
* they could attain true independence of the
about all they're wearing."
far B«Orr Afr Traffic CaaW
Soviet Union.
Guffaws all around the studio.
The wounded cries of outrage that once
The tiger calls and begins his rhetoric
rang out from millions of Czechs have been
about the governor when time runs out.
replaced by the shameless orations of the
(The "tiger",always calls. Crisp gave him
quislings who seek now to drape the hero's
the name, alluding to his disposition.)
During the past two weeks, fraternities
mantle about the Soviet oppressor.
It wasn't a gopd night. Vietnam is the
and sororities 4at Western Kentucky UniverBut where Russia seems to have succeedusual hot stuff, but the topic had been the
sity have threatened a boycott of Homeed in making vassals of the Czechs, the U.S.
governor — not very exciting.
coming activities due to a conflict with
is failing in what is surely a noble effort in
After the show, he took me to a small
the administration over drinking regulaSouth Vietnam when one compares it with
bar on north Lime for a few beers and
tions in the fraternity houses.
the dastardly selfish Soviet objectives in
some talk.
As influential an organization, as th^
Czechoslovakia.
Surprisingly serious, Crisp has a quick
Greek system is- on most college campuses,
We have reached a point where it is alintelligence. We talked for a couple of
do you feel that they have prostituted their
most impossible to foresee any Vietnam
hours and I learned something about him
position by the threatened boycott, or are
settlement that does not add up to a stingand "Sound Off."
organizations of such influence warranted
ing defeat for Uncle Sam.
To various right wingers, he is terribly
in using these tactics when conflicts arise?
Already, a lot of Americans are drawing
liberal, but the truth is, he has been thrust
This will be,the Forum topic for next
some hawkish morals from this sad situainto a position of defending the left by
week.
tion.
^
these same right wingers. He is a reluctant
They are saying that if you are going tr>
He is concerned that enough young peohero and, as he himself puts it, "actually,
intervene militarily anyplace, intervene with
ple
don't
voice
their
opinions
on
his
proI'm a middle of the road mugwump." (His
overwhelming force and present the world
heart didn't seem to be in the statement.) gram. (He is thirty-ish) "I feel that a lot
with a sudden fait accompli.
His last three guests of note have been: of young people think of "Sound Off" as
This the Russians did in Czechoslovakia.,
They incurred the fury of world opinion, but;
a member of the Young Socialist Alliance, that old foggie prqgram where a lot of old
men
and
women
call
in
and
air
their
gripes,
as the song says, it only hurts for a little
a draft resister and a consciencious objectbut,
it
is
for
ev^ybody
and
I
would
partiwhile.
or. All this, of course, has stirred up quite
Fourteen months later the Russians have
a storm on the right and hence, the con- cularly like to h«Jar from young people beCzechoslovakia under their thumb again
troversy. (He tells of one rather outgoing cause they have ideas and I'm not having
and (public opinion be damned!) they
►'
right wing group which has a movement to enough of them."
have served what they believe to be a vital
Next week he will have a right winger
remove him.)
security need of the Soviet bloc.
Crisp is unperterbed by all this and, in or two on the show and will have to defend
Hawkish Americans are noting that the
fact, seems to enjoy alt the fuss. He also them from callers' on the left.
U.S.
had no stomach for a blitzkrieg in
Meanwhile, f tuned in the show, and
has opinions.
Vietnam. Admitting to no selfish national
He thinks senate minority leader Hugh there he was, getting up-tight and saying,
interest, the U.S. first played, -the game of
,, "Personally man, I don't, think thaf they
Scott has "copped out."
"military advisors". who were-there only
On South, Carolina's gift to the black should put the consciencious, objection, on
I ro! serve the' Vietnamese interest.
a
religious
basis.
A\
person
who
isn
t
reliman, he says "Strom is tuff, ha ha ha."
Whereas the criticism of Russia's invagious can be just as consciencious about his
On the President's request for a morasion of Czechoslovakia reached a sudden
torium on disent he says, "Its very strange objection to the war as the religious CO.
that he would ask the American people to
keep silent about the war because this indicated to me that he's pretty sure
going in that there will be an overwhelmingly large majority of the populace expressing
First they're going after the enemy,
their objection to the war."
P

Forum Topic

crescendo, then waned, criticism of the U.S.
soared, leveled off, and then rose to new
levels of venom and vituperation.
Where the U.S. worried about "a wider
war" because of intervention by Russia or
Red China if she really moved to crush,
North Vietnam, the Soviets moved on
Czechoslovakia with seeming confidence
that the West would not intervene.
^
We have lost in about every way we,
could lose in Vietnam; the Russians have
won in the only way they could in Czechoslovakia.
Is this a vindication of Americans who,
argued that decisive intervention, using all
the power needed for success, is infinitely
better than timidity and indecisiveness?
It is not. The geographical, military, political, and psychological parallels between
Czechoslovakia and Vietnam are far from
precise. There are many reasons why the
U.S. needed to act more cautiously in Vietnam than Russia did in Czechoslovakia.
Still, we can only guess what Red China
or Russia would have done had the allies
bombed Hanoi with fury, mined Haiphong
harbor, sent ground troops into North Vietnam, and otherwise fought an all-out war.
Because we can never know, Americans
of the hawkish variety will say for generations that the spoils go not to the just, but
to the strong and the bold.

Mulebam
(Continued from Page Two)

many new opportunities for the student at
Eastern. It provides a facility for meetings,
social activities, and casual events.
Most importantly though, the center is
a place in which students can relax in an
informal manner.
As is the case with most universities comparable in size to. Eastern, the student body
has become more mobile with the relaxation of automobile regulations on campus..
The center is a progressive step by the university in providing the students with a
change - of - pace facility outside the
bounds of the campus.
The MULEBARN is a new concept directed'toward the students. We urge those
who haven't visfced trie 'Barn fo do so. We
especially hope that all students will use
the facility at every opportunity.

Now.' Now.'

then after the brass that sent them.

IN A NEW GROOVE
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MEN'S TOWNCRAFT slacks for dress
and casual wear. They are a plain weave
blend of Dacron® polyester/Orion® acrylic/
rayon. The dress slacks and casuals are both
Penn-Prest® so they never need ironing. Grad
cut models, with plain front, belt loops. 7.98
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Brooks, Colonels Take To Road

Poge 4, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 9# 1°6°

The View

Improved Middle Tennessee Squad
Foe In Crucial Conference Contest

From Here

"They have a very young ball
club," Kidd slad. "And since we
are playing away this should help,
us, but they have Improved from
game to game."
The same holds true for the
Colonels who have many young
players on the starting units.
"VVith the young players on our
team it's hard In knowing what
to expect from them each Saturday," Kidd said.
Against Austin Peay, however,
the youthful inexperience did not
show. In fact, the Colonels started five freshmen In the defensive unit which came up with
five Interceptions and two fumble
recoveries. One of those freshmen, James Croudep, made an
important interception which
turned the game around.

BY JACK FROST
Staff Sports Reporter

ll KARl PARK Progress Soorfs Editor
'hi- r>ast weckoiul two of the four leaders of the
Ohio Valley Conference were beaten, and it would seem
that OK- race wouhl become a little tighter. But did it?
Although both Austin Peay and Morehead each lost
its first OVC game, East Tennessee did what most conference coaches didn't want it to do. It not only beat
Western but beat the Hilltoppers away from home.
Some skeptics of the power of the Buccaneer attack
maybe now will take notice. For now, after four straight
early season victories, extending the school's winning
streak to eight games, East Tennessee has to be in the
driver's seat for the conference crown.
To IM: conference champ, a team must not only win
its contests at home, but also have success on the road.
The Hues own one of two victories an OVC squad has
collected on the road in the first two weeks of conference
play, fTennessee Tech's 28-21 victory over Murray is
the other road win for an OVC team,)
East Tennessee has put the pressure on the rest of
the league, and more specifically Eastern, to keep winning.
This week the Colonels travel to Murfreesboro,
Tenn., to meet the Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders. Although Middle Tennessee has yet to win a game, the
Colonels will have to play a consistent game to come up
with their second conference victory.
Although in the last two meetings between the two
s()uaos the Colonels have walked away with victories
(14-7 in 1967 and 49-21 last season), Coach Roy Kidd
still remembers that damaging loss to the Blue Raiders
in .1966.
.
tj
n
Two conference wins in a row would give Eastern
some of the momentum it will need to meet the toughest
part or the schedule - Akron (& non-conference power),
Western, and Murray.
««-—HROOKS CIVES SHINING PERFORMANCE
Jimmy Brooks, Eastern's star sophomore running
>ack, put on quite a show for the first-game crowd at
Hanger Field last Satordav. Brooks has a big part in
netting up two of Eastern's touchdowns.
The 5-11 sophomore from Louisville picked up 162
yards in 29 carries in the Colonels' first conference win
»f th«- season. He now has ?>70 vards on 68 carries.
DEFENSIVE SECONDARY COMES ALIVE
Eastern's pass defense came alive against the Austin Peay Covs, intercepting five stray aerials to halt
<ome key drives bv the visitors. Bob Webb (two),
Tames Crowlcn, Harold Jovec, and Pete Compassi came
jp with the Governors' miscues last Saturday.
A nass-stealing secondary is a big asset for a team.
Sast Tennessee, now 4-0 (2-0 in the OVC), is a good
'xample. The Hues have 14 interceptions and have only
illowi'd opponents 30 points, an average of a touchdown
. game.
___^_

Eastern will travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn., Saturday night
to meet the Middle Tennessee
Blue Raiders with hopes of gaining Its second straight league win
after Jimmy Brooks led the Colonels to a 29-10 victory over Austin Peay last Saturday.
Brooks had an outstanding
game against Austin Peay, gaining 163 yards In 29 carries. He
will again be called on to lead
the Colonels' attack when Eastern faces winless Middle Tennessee.
"Brooks did a real fine job
last week. He gained a lot of
yards on his own. This is what
gives us a big lift," Coach Roy
Kidd said.

Croadep Praised By Kidd

Middle Tennessee Is 0-3

Brooks Picks Up 15 Yards
Jimmy Brooks, who now has 370 yards on the ground this year, rushes
for a 15-yard gain In the first quarter against Austin Peay. He rushed
for 162 yards In 29 carries.
Photo by Cralg Clover

Croudep, who plays linebacker,
drew praise from Kidd. "Croudep la a great athlete, a real
strong boy and be is going to be
a real good one for us."
The defensive secondary did an
outstanding job against Austin
Peay and appears to be back in
the form of the 1967 unit. "We
are two-deep In our secondary
and anyone la as good as
the other," Kidd said.

Middle
Tennessee's record
stands 0-3 with one of those
losses being a Ohio Valley Conference setback at the hands of
Morehead.
Last Saturday the
Blue Raiders fell to a powerful
Chattanooga team, 7-3.
The big reason for Middle's
weak record is the presence of
so many young players on the
squad. Last year the Blue Raiders finished with a 2-8 record
and many sophomores and freshmen started then.
Middle Tennessee's squad Is
again primarily a young one this
year as only six seniors are on
the team.

Pattersons Top Returnees
The top returnees for the Blue
Raiders are two sets of twins.
Herb and Harold Patterson, and

Johnny and Tommy Beene. Herb
Patterson will play defense after being switched from an end
slot in 1968.
His brother Harold will start
at flanker.
A letter man last
season, he Is one of the top
all-round players on the team. He
ia good at catching passes In a
crowd, reports Indicate.

V.

Beene Now At Tight End
Tommy Beene waa forced to
move to tight end this year because of an Injury situation. He
lettered last season as a fullback, and waa an All-State fullback in high school.
A lot of Interest has been
shown In the Blue Raiders' place
kicker. He Is Narea Chooba,
a 5-9, 160 freshman from Bankok, Thailand. Chooba is a soccer-style kicker with range up
to 60 yards. Reports shy thatv
he has hit a SO-yarder In practice. Chooba says he can kick
drop-kicks with accuracy from
30-40 yards out
Eastern will be without the services of Mike Nicholson, Fred
Sandusky and Chuck Walroth for
this game. Nicholson and Sandusky have been out all season.
while Walroth was Injured In the
Ball State game.
"Chuck was dressed and given
the okay to play in the Austin
Peay game but In the warm-ups
he made a quick cut and twisted
the knee" Kidd said'. "We will
work him with weights and Just
give him time to come around."

3
•A
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Colonels Whip Govs With Running Attack

/
»

New Stadium Opens
With 29-10 Victory

team's blocking. "Our line did
a fine Job," Kidd said. "Our
backfield rushed well, and they
Capitalizing on numerous Aus- blocked wall for each other."
Jimmy Brooks had another
tin Peay errors. Eastern began
of
bis fine days as he gained
a new era in Colonel football history Saturday, while rushing to its 162 yards In 20 carries. His only
high point total tor the season score came on a two point, exdefeating the Governors, 29-10. tra point run in the second
The victory was fitting, as one quarter.
Butch Evans collected 18 points
of the largest crowds aver to
featuring
isea-ths Colonels play in Rich- tor the Colonels, scoring the
1
mond (13 000), helped dedicate first three Eastern TD*s and
leading the blocking , for KML
a new modern stadium.
Coach Roy Kidd may have teammates. Coach Kidd said
Watch for our Specials
summed up the thoughts of many Evans had an outstanding day.
Tailbacks Donnle Young and
when he said, "There was just
EKVICE
William Wright also drew KlcWs
a different atmosphere."
Mon., lues*i ¥•*•■•
Coach Kidd fait that despite praise. Young scored the final
MOST in Dry Cleaning
several bad mistakes his team Eastern touchdown on a 39-yard
made fewer errors than it did run and Kidd said both "did
against East Tennessee. "There wall on the lead blocking for the
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
are always going to be errors other runners."
The Colonels were once again
but ours weren't crucial ones,"
TwoDrive-ln Windows
without the services of Chuck
be said.
311 W. Main
623-3939
The coach had prlaae tor his ***«*, »lthou«J * «J dre"
for the game. Walroth "got his
cleats hung" in the pre-game
warm-ups and was forced to sit
out the game, even though Kidd
had not planned to play him.
Doctors plan to place Walroth's
lag in a cast this weak in hope
that the two-week-old knee inhad 14 individual tackles and seven assists to the Colonels'
Rich Thomas, the Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of
jury will heal faster.
first conference victory.
Photo by Cralg Clover
Eastern's defense cannot be the Week, brings down Austin Peay fullback Tony Page for
a
toss.
James
Porter
moves
In
to
assist
Thomas.
Thomas
forgotten tor it produced many
stars for the gams. Teddy Tay... featuring the Ufe Insurance pUn designed especially for college men, seM exclusivelor and Sidney Yeidall continualSenior defensive back Bob Senior Harold Joyce thwarted
Junior Ted Green grabbed up QB, freshman Bob Pricker,
ly to college men. Ask now about -THE BENEFACTOR."
ly stopped the Governors with Webb bad two key Interceptions » tote Austin Peay comeback an AP fumble. "Freshman line- gave Eastern the lead 22-10 to
Taylor ~ recovering an Austin while" Jamas Croudep and Pete with an interception in the end backer Rich Thomas stopped the the 4th quarter by running the
Peay fumble.
* Compass had one each.
zone.
Governors on throe consecutive ball after Evans* final TD.
plays
in the second quarter.
The victory gave Eastern a
1-1
conference won-lost record.
Quarterback Bill March had a
tw ul,
w Coach Kidd, "If s
According
-nnd Hoy nessimr for 124 yards
"
' « to
y*mvu MM, »r»
y
an?e?e cu5n?nTs optioT-pttcT- «*" «*»*•• ™l *>body Is
out-play to perfection. Back^ out of It."
BY BOB BABBAOE
Staff Sports Reporter

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners
artinfcing

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

Thomas B rings Down Page For Loss

FOOTBALL FORECAST

OTHER MAJOR SCHOOLS

WINNER
Kentucky

LOSER
Virginia Tech
Marshal
Georgia Tech
Michigan State
Michigan

Miami (Ohio)
Tennessee
Ohio State
Purdue
Florida
Ohio University
San Diego State
Air Force
Notre Dame

OLDSMOBILE

Tinane

Xavier
West Texas State
North Carolina
Army

OVC SCHOOLS
WINNER
Eastern
Morehead
East Tennessee
Murray
Western

LOSER
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Southern Missouri
Nor:hern Illinois
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113 Windsor Drive 623 6460
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Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. • It's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. ■ Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.
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Coach Guy Strong Already Making Plans

for
CAR and HOME

Colonels Practicing For Possibly Toughest Schedule Ever
last year and we're definitely
going to try to correct some
staff eporte mmmm
facets of our game this year."
"We'll start with the fundaThsra are at least SO people mentals and work on defense,"
already thinklnf about the win- the affable coach said. "Our
ter month* and the coming bas- offense will come In later. We
ketball season.
try not to reach too much of
Coach Guy St rone and bis staff a peak before the season even
are doing much more than thinking about the roundball sport. begins."
They're doing something about
To Fmpaaelre Quickness
It
"We're going to emphasise
P re-season basketball you see,
quickness. This Is vital to both
Is big business.
"We start planning as soon as offense and defense. We'll do
school begins." Strong said. He this right from the beginning,"
wasn't kidding. The basketbal- Strong said.
Strong, along with his aslers started working out IndivJack Hissom, Tom
idually and getting Into shape sistants,
Harper and Ken Martin, held a
Sept. S9.
sort of organisational meeting
BasketbeJIem Work Out On Own
two weeks, ago. The 1965
According to NCAA rules, no
NCAA "Small College Coach coach can work with his team unof the Year" talked about what is
til Oct. 15. The Eastern basin store for this year's squad.
ketball players are working
Ho spoke about what basketball
themselves on a weight program
should mean to each and every
and running three days a weak to
member of the squad, the goals
prepare for the official opening he has set for the team this year
about the type play Eastern will
of the season.
Strong evaluated last season use throughout the season and
be/ore be mat with this year's a numerous amount of other
topics vary
pertinent to the
squad.
"Wo learn a lot Just through sport.
this •valuation," he said. "We
"The enthusiasm seems to be
find out exactly what we did wrong. real good so far," Strong said
BY AL CLARK

"Every man
on the team
knows we* re going to have a good
team and everyone Is anxious
to got started. I am too. This
could be Eastern's best year
ever."
Strong certainly has a lot of
confidence
In his team. The
baskstballers open their season

Dec. 1 at East Lansing, Mich.,
where
the Colonels oppose^
always-tough Big Ten power,
Michigan State.
There's no break in the schedule after that either. Western.
Carolina invades Richmond Dec.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Opens Third Season
Guy Strong opens his third season as head
basketball coach of the Eastern Colonels
when they travel to East Lansing. Mich.
to battle the Michigan State Spartans, a
Big Ten powerhouse. Eastern returns all
but two seniors from last year's team.
(Photo by Cralg Clover)
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Cross-Country Team Competes Tomorrow
In Tough Notre Dame Invitational

Eastern's freshman linebacker Rich Thomas, has been selected as the Defensive Player of the
Week in the Ohio Valley Conference tor his performance against
Austin Peay.
Thomas, a native of Fairfax,
Va. had 14 Individual tackles,
seven assists, and on three separate occasions forced fumbles
by the Govs In the Colonels 2910 win.
Rick' Fisher, a freshman fullback: irom Murray was chosen
as the Offensive Player of the
Week in the OVC.
Fisher rushed for 78 yards on
21 carries and grabbed seven
passes for 100 yards and one
touchdown.
Others cited tor their efforts
last weekend wars Eastern's
Jimmy Brooks and Bob Webb
Morehead* s Dave Haverdlck and
John High, Larry Graham of
last ftpmisssfc Otevo Donnison^

itlon and won firat place. Cole- ern against schools from North
BY BAY WALKER
South
Carolina,
hour shattered all records with Carolina,
Staff Sports Reporter
Georgia,
Florida,
Mississippi]
Eastern's cross-country team, his time of 50:35 for the 10 Virginia, Alabama, Louisiana,
miles.
plagued with four straight doKen Sllvlous, who last year Maryland, West Virginia, Tenfeats to top-level competition, earned All-America honors by nessoe and Kentucky.
steps back into the fire tomorrow finishing 14th In the national
when It travels to South Bond, finals, finished fourth at Stone
ind., to run In the Notre Dame Mountain. Gary Steen was sevInvitational.
for the Colonels.
The Colonel runners suffered enth
Plummer
classified Sllvlous as
losses last week In the io-mlle
"one
of
the
country's
finest runStone Mountain Run in Atlanta, ners."
Ga., and In Florida's Daytona
Morehead Only Home Meet
Beach Run.
Other meets remaining on
But Coach E.G. Plummer has
schedule
Include
not been discouraged by his Eastern's
team's
disappointing start. Morehead, Kentucky State, the
"We're hoping to bring toe OVC NCAA regionals at Lexington, toe
(Ohio Valley Conference) crown Western Kentucky Invitational,
back to Eastern," Plummer said. OVC championships and NCAA
Colehour Now Stuttent Assistant finals in New York.
Former Eastern All-American The run against Morehead is
Grant Colehour, now a student the only home meet on the Eastassistant to Plummer, ran una- ern schedule.
The NCAA regional pits Eastttached in the Georgia com

41L*.-

Murray.

I

MONTAG

STATIONERY SPECIAL
100 SHEETS

50 ENVELOPES

88c

Cross Country Standout

w

yiftnir 0|H*G STORE

Ken Sllvlous, star Eastern cross country member, will try to
rally his squad in the Notre Dame Invitational this weekend.
Eastern's cross country squad has been defeated in its first
four meets against top-flight, foe«. (Photo by Cralg Clover)

Headhunted OVC Summary
Renegades
Selected

mm

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
1960-70
East Lansing. Mich.
Michigan State U.
Dec. 1. 1969
Richmond.
Ky.
Western
Carolina
U.
Dec. 6. 1969
Philadelphia. Pa.
LaSalle College
Dec. 10, 1969
Richmond. Ky.
Dayton U.
Dec. 15. 1969
Morehead. Ky.
Morehead State U.
Dec. 18. 1969
Richmond. Ky.
Georgia
Southern
Dec. 29. 30
Greenville. N.C.
East Carolina Classics
31. 1969
Clarksvllle.
Tenn.
Austin
Peay
State
U.
Jan. 3. 1970
Murray.
Ky.
Murray State U.
Jan. 5. 1970
Richmond. Ky.
Western Kentucky U.
Jan. 10. 1970
Richmond, Ky.
Middle
Tenn.
State
U.
Jan. 12. 1970
Richmond, Ky.
E»»t
Tenn.
State
U.
Jan. 17. 1970
Oookeville.
Tenn.
Tennessee
Tech
Jan. 19. 1970
Blacksburg. Va.
Virginia Tech
Jan. 21, 1970
Richmond. Ky.
Morehead State U.
Jan. 31. 1970
Richmond, Ky.
Cani?ius College
Feb. 2. 1970
Morehead, Ky.
Morehead
State
U.
Feb. 7. 1970
Rowling Green, Ky.
Western Kentucky U.
Feb. 9. 1970
Richmond,
Ky.
Murray
State
U.
Feb. 14. 1970
Richmond, Ky.
Austin Peay State U.
Feb. 16. 1970
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Middle Tenn. State U.
Feb. 21. 1970
Virginia Commonwealth Richmond, Ky.
Feb. 23. 1970
Johnson City, Tenn.
East Tenn. State TJ.
Feb. 28. 1970
Richmond. Ky.
Tennessee Tech
March 2. 1970

Thomas Wins
OVC Honor

Still leading the OVC in total
offensi is Morehead quarterback
BUI Merston.
Ha has
646
yards passing, hitting on 56
per cent of his 01 passes, and
37 yards rushing. Morehead's
High leads in pass receiving
with IS catenas for S02 yards
and three touchdowns.
Tennessee Tech's
Larry
Schreiber has piled up
577
yards rushing to load Brooks
(170) in that category.
Eastern's Tom Gasblsr has
the lead in punting with 20 punts
for 41 yards per kick.
In scoring. Austin Posy's Tony
Page loads with 24. Players who
have totaled 18 points each are
Eastern's Butch Evans, Murray's
Jeff Votsw, Harold Roberts of
Austin Peay, Schreiber and High.

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS

Rich Thomas, a freshmen linebacker, was chosen this week's
Headhunter Lineman of the Week.
Thomas had 14 Individual tackles,
seven assists* and caught a runnt Middle Tennessee
jjer behind the line on four oc- Eastern
East Tennessee at Tennessee Tech
C
o2?'«,.•., „,, #OP oral** on Austin Peay at Morehead
wi^^^w^^^Sou^rt Missouri at Murray
defense was BobW«u>i who was Wettorn at Nortnern mmois
selected the Headhunter Back 67
the Wook. Ho had six tackles,
OVO STANDINGS
five assists, and two intercepftvn fl-,^
tlons. Webb loads toe Colonels
wLT
In Interceptions with tores.
. TenneMee
2 0 0
Jimmy Brooks was chosen toe ^eJie Teth
1 0 0
ma second time this ««»»°fi-iEa8tern
'
Brooks gained 162 yards In 29 Morehead
carries to UP bis season's total Murray
to 370.
Middle Tennessee
Also picked for toe second time western
this season as the Renegade Lineman of toe Week was Tom Swart*. Ttnninmni^^
Swartx graded 79 per cent effective in toe senior's blocking asstgnments.

l l 0
110
1 1 °
0 1 0
0 2 0

oW

ROMON*

43 Jit*

St

WELCOME TO E.K.U.

LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES
Eastern 29. Austin Peay 10
East Tennessee 16. Western 7
Munnv IS. Morehead 7
Arkansas State 29. Tennessee Tech 22
Chnttnnooga 7. Middle Tennessee 3
THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE

110

HU.AVL

HAVE YOU HAD A SQUARE MEAL?
TRY OUR NEW SPECIALS
•
•
•
•
•

TRIPLE DECKER SANDWICHES
SEAFOOD AND STEAKS
IREAKFAST
PLATE LUNCHES AND SHORT ORDERS
FOR ONE DOLLAR OR MORE 15% DISCOUNT
TO ALL E.K.U. STUDENTS
• 1UY A $5.50 MEAL TICKET FOR ONLY $5.00
• HOT HOMEMADE IISCUITS & CORN MEAD MUFFINS
HOT PEACH ft CHERRY COllLER PIES
SERVED DAILY
All Games ALL FOOD PREPARED FRESH DAILY IN OUR OWN KITCHEN
W L T
4 0 0
12 0
12 1
2 10
2 10
2 10 140 E. MAM ST.
423-7229
ACROSS FROM GOODYEAR
0 8 0 RICHMOND. KY. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. 24 HOURS A DAY
0 2 1

THE FAMILY RESTAURANT

firkin MM& m®
Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others.' It's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. 'Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS-

-

MAIN STREET

*

«G HILL AVENUE

Corner 2nd. £ Alain
University Shopping Center
i
■H

■■

^^■1
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BRITTS FEATURES THE TOP BRANDS
■&*%

Watch the action ... as skirts and pantaMrts m<wJ*P *?!*!
fashion world. New, youth-movement casuals . . • r■^■•Wf
with color . . . mobile with pleats. Pick y»ur P?*/ "na£2"*'
checks, patterns and solids in sixes 5-15. Done in falls smashperforming fabrics and happiness-priced at

Pleats Flutter, Flip and Fling ... in this liltiekiltie by College-Town ... a merry mix-andmatcher with parsonality pow! Donegal plaid
Brown-curry. In a wool and nylon blend, sires
combinations of Black-terra, Hunter-terra, and
3-13. Shown performing with a Shetland wool
sweater vest, sixes 84-40. in white, black, godk
terra. Shirting the works ... a handkechief
linen tucked shirt, in black, gold, hunter, navy,
aubergine, mauve, brown and ivory, sized 5-15.

VAN HEUSEN

by

Van Heusen's traditional favorite keeps tabs In the latest
fash**i-happcninrs with timely two-button cuff inwm
a Brooke tab collar that goes to new lengths to fit the
wider knot tie. Taiolred in a crisp blend of permanently
pressed Canoprcss, (tm) 50% Kbdel* polyester, 50% cotton oxford with new fashion coolrings. $7.50

i

$16.00
Vest $10.00
Blouse $11.00

$7.50 & $8.00

.

i

■■

ioto «•>■!■(>•- b^i- ,i\at ,'c

I its easy to CHARGE IT

A

. -*5>

N

m

ROBERT BRUCE

Skirt $15.00\
Blouse $11.00

■

From $6.00 to $11.00

If
PRETTY SCARFS

SPORT CREWS
Arnold Palmer Cardigan — America's favorite ■weater.
Because it looks fits, and wears like the winner It is. By
Robert Bruce, its fashioned of 50% alpaca. 50% wool
and superbly tailored in a rich textured links stitch. Great
new colors.

You 've dozens of ways to wear our
acetate twill scarfs. New prints and
fall *69 colors.

Great styles knit of 76% Orion* acrylic,
25% stretch nylon (some 80% Orlon?20% nylon).
With stay-up ability in many colors.
One size fits 10 - 13.
« Cf\

sale $23.00

Flare Jeans

Men's Sweaters

The word is flare, and Britts has them. Huge
assortment of colorful flares made of 50%
polyester and 50% cotton. Perm. Press

Choose from classic styled V-necks, pullovers,
and cardigans. Guality made sweaters with
the fashion of today.

Reg. $9.00

Reg. $10.00

Ladies Sportswear
"Safari" and button down Blouses Oxford
100% combed cotton. Perm. Press.
Reg. $3.99

2.50

Winter Shells
A fully fashioned hand loomed shell made of
100% stretch nylon. Huge assortment of colors. Sizes 34-40.

Reg. $4.00

*

sale $6.<

•

sale $6.00

•

@

cwffir
Lit
MM

I

E

sale $2.99

sale $2.50

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER: EASTERN COLLEGE BYPASS t LANCASTER AVENUE
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 AM TO 9 PM

m (606) 623nil

I
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EE AMERICA FIRST?

f Nineteen Eastern Students
Nineteen Eastern students by-passed the "See
merica First" slogan this
it immer for about three
nths of work, ami play)
Europe.
After flylnf June 9 to Germany
id working there for two months,
e students then were free for a
onth and traveled at their leiire throughout East and West
ermany, Switzerland, Austria,
sly, France, England, Denmark
id Sweden.
"We were In Europe long
enough to know we're going
ick," members of the group
>ld The Progress recently.
The students, some of whom

have bNB graduated, include Judy Alley. Jeff Bonnell. Msrnle
Bodeo, Jon M. Crslg, Bevsrly
Crltser, Rosemary Gray, Zola
Hammond, Michael Held and Mildred Huffman.
Students Llatcd

Spend Summer In Europe

hotels or restaurants waiting on
tables, carrying beer and wins
bottles or washing dishes. Other
job, though, were available.
Held worked In a factory In
Wellendlngen, Miss Morrison In
a greenhouse In Tulllngen and
Miss Hammond In a home for
asthmatic children in Bad Durrhelm.
Some students worked up 96
hours a week at 23 cents an
hour.

Also, Bruce Joachim, Steven
Huls, Gloria Land, Carolyn Lunsford, Mrs. Shirley Smith McAf, Audrey Morrison, Frankye
Nelson, Barbara Peercy, Barry
Pfluger and Eugene Poplar,
The group flew to Frankfurt,
Unusual Accomodations
Germany, on Luftansa, Germany '• state-owned airline, after
Some
of the students found
applying for Jobs and passports
themselves
In unusual Irving acand undergoing a series of lncommodations.
noculatlons.
Most of the students worked in Miss Peercy lived with a count
and countess in a Wurttemberg
castle. Pfluger lived In RothenburgM a town more than 800
years old. Still others lived
with German families or in dormitory-style housing with German students.

VIP PAGE
Stories About

Memorable Month

Very Interesting Persons

a German family, and Miss Hammond visited Italy,Austria,Switzerland, France and Holland with
a group of foreign students.
The students were pleased with
the friendliness and hospitality of
the German people, they said.
Time For People'

CHRYSlfRS
IMPORT CARS
Simca - Alpine - Minx
Tiger Sunbeam Alpine Imp

"People have time for people,"
Bonnell said. "Unlike In so many
cltlss here In the States, the
people were friendly and willing
to lend a helping hand anytime.
"When I was changing trains
In Freiburg and very confused,
and elderly German woman asked
If she could help and then literally put me and my suitcase
on the right train."
Travel and work arrangements
for the summer were mads
through Dr. Ursel Boyd, professor of Gorman In Eastern's foreign language department. Dr.
Boyd also went to Germany during the summer to visit her mother and friends and saw many of
the Eastern students.

Dr. Boyd 'Impressed'
Most memorable for the students, however, will be their last
**I was extremely Impressed
month which they spent "va- by the Intelligent attitude macationing."
turity and excellent behavior of
our students," she noted.
Any Eastern student with at
Miss Morrison and Miss Nelson went mountain climbing with least a basic background In Goran "adopted" German family. man would be eligible for a simBonnell went to London, England, ilar work-vacation arrangement.
and saw the Crown Jewels dur- Further Information can be obing a private tour conducted by tained from Dr. Boyd's office,
the Royal Keeper of the Jewels. Second Floor, Cammack BuildMiss Alley toured Austria with tog.

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
507 NORTH SECOND ST.

CALL OR SEE 6IP PARKE OR LESTER EVERSOLE

On The Border
Frankye Nelson, left, and Audrey Morrison JJj^jo young
German friends at a signpost marking the Austrian border
between Austria and West Germany.

Meet Easterns Dr. Robert Burkhart:
Scholar Who Runs Model Trains
BT PATTIE O'NEILL
_ Feature Editor

"The concept of the Renaissance man — the blending of the active and the
contemplative — is the way
I live. It happened by accident, not by design."

(

Pause ThatJ&ftfrg$hes

'' Frankye Nelson, left, and Audrey Morrison
continuing their hike up a mountainside in
region of West Germany.

^before
forest

Dr. Robert E. Burkhart, associate. English professor, so describes his classes In Shakespear ■>.. and Renaissance literature
and his many hobbles, one of
which Is model trains.
"The real point of my Interest
is that they are European proto-types, not models of American trains.. All of the equipment is European, German specifically. Because the1 4*mmm > ► - fc i
are great builders of working
miniatures, such things as model
railroads are popular in Europe.
Some looked so good that they
aroused my interest again."
Childhood Beginnings
Explaining that fcils hobby
"started In my first childhood
and was picked up again In my
second," he said that as a young
boy he had inherited an old Lionel set from his uncle. Later,
hs managed to obtain an American Flyer set of his own. Passing these on to bis younger
brother, Dr. Burkhart found his
Interest aroused while on his second trip to Europe in 1906.
The layout for his two trains
was purchased while he was In
Europe. It was a structure

&IAI 623-5441

set, and Dr. Burkhart assembled
it himself. After his return to
the United States, he found an
American company dealing In
Imported models and purchased
his two trains.
In his basement Dr. Burkhart
has constructed a plywood table
to support his models. The present layout consists of two trains
which he can run Independently.
Models Are Detailed
"One Is a model of a Swiss
electric engine running from an
overhead wire. The other Is a
German steam engine. The models In mem selves are Interesting
in precision and detail. I also
h*ve a jgrjak Interest In Europe
itself, particularly Germany and
Switzerland, the countries the
layout deals with," Dr. Burkhart added.
The model railroad traces a
route from Switzerland through
Denmark to the German border.
Included In the layout are miniatures of a Swiss mountain village, a Rhine castle, the Black
Forest, a German medieval-type
village with half-Tudor houses and

a rural area with Danish farmhouse models.
"The layout I put together
myself. The only thing readymade are the trains themselves,"
Dr. Burkhart said.
Relating his Interest in the
trains to that of actual places
In Europe, he explained, "it
does try to reproduce the spirit of some places I visited and
liked, .very much, such as the
Swiss mountain village with operating cable car and the Black
Forest area."

JVew oArrtoaL in

COATS • SUITS • DRESSES
You're invited to view our
Fall Collection ... the Latest
in design and color... popularly
priced. Do come in soon !

Sma*tS6»/b

"This is not a consuming Interest. It is Just one of several
forms of escape from reality mat
(Coattnopfsn. jfnge Eight)

COLLEGE end CAREER

Ph. 623-4200
..-■»

g'H

Stye
HniuerHttg
&l?0p

LADU DEXTER'S
A NATURAL

for fall enroll in Leg Art. Boots are bigger than ever. You've
i never seen such styles with buckles, trims, high or low. for an
R+ wardrobe boots are a must...a smash with pleated shirts
or flared, leggy pants. Get in them boots, baby I

BOLD 9 but subtle
The standout quality of her
tweedette pants-suit with alternate skirt makes this a Homecoming must! The quality is
from Seaton Hall. The reasonable price is from The U. Shop.

An unbeatable combination. Lady Dexter's
collection of hand-rubbed finishes. All on a
blunt toe.

His suit? A muted herringbone
with Edwardian styling. The
boldness comes from the wild
stripe town collar shirt, cuff
links and tasteful Foulard tie.
And how about those boots?
An4
Student Omrjr*

ELDERS

©lie University §>lfop Rjf$

212 Water St.
423-9*74
■23TVU

Use Elder's Convenient Lay-Away Ptan.
Open Daily 9:00-5:30. Friday 9:00-9.00.

Main St

Richmond, Ky.
■

.

•

& i 1. 9n HI 59BHJJ^HBS*Ji@m.

Medical Records ClassH
CLUB-TIVITY To Begin At Eastern
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News Briefs

—.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official
BY SUE BERTRAND
Eastern organization* may tend
Staff Reporter
announcement* for this new
column to Club-tlvtty. The ProEnrollments are now being
gress. Fourth Floor, Jone* taken
for a new class In MediBuilding.)
cal Record Technology, according to Dr. Kenneth Clawson,
KD Dance Friday
Dean of Richmond Community
Kappa Delta Sorority Is having College.
a dance Friday from 8 until
This two-year program, appmidnight at Martin Hall cafe- roved by the Board of Regents
teria featuring "Results Unlim- in July, leads to an Associate
ited." Admission will be $1.25. of Arts Degree, and can be applied toward a baccalaureate deTo Collect
gree.
BOX, Kappa Alpha and Alpha The program has resulted from
Delta Pi will collect for mus- a co-operative arrangement becular dlstrophy Saturday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Lancaster
Avenue and the Eastern By-Pass.

The Institute of International
Faculty nominations for Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Founda- Education has opened its competion awards must be made by Oc- tition for grants for graduate
study or research abroad, and
tober 20.
for professional training in the
creative and performing arts
during the 1970-71 academic year.
Friday, Oct. 17 Is the deadline
Further information may be
for fees 'and registration forms obtained from Dean Frederick D.
to reach the Educational Testing Ogden of the College of Arts
Service for the Law School Ad- and Sciences, Roark 105. Applimission Test, which will be given cation deadline for the grants
at Eastern Nov. 8.
is Dec. 1.

Dr.Burkhart

•♦♦

Fall
program guides for
WEKU-FM,
Eastern's
educational radio station, may be obtained by writing to the station
or visiting Its studios in the rear
of Model Laboratory School.
Two Eastern students, Rebecca
Jones, freshman, and Cralg Ammerman, senior have received
$100 scholarships from the Kentucky Press Association.

(Continued from Page Seven)
I Indulge in," he added.
His other interests are a combination of "the active and the
contemplative."
I do a little
bit of coin collecting, a very
little bit of stamp collecting,
hunting now and then and sometimes Just target shooting." He
also is currently co-editing a
textbook with Dr. Francis Davy,
professor of English.

NIGHT PH. 623-4574
527-3219

OFFICE PH. 623-3830

Tryouta Oct. 18

ii

Tryouts for the Catalina Synchronized Swimming Club, formerly Kappa Kappa Sigma will be
Saturday, Oct. 18, at 6 p.m. is
QUESTION: How many more
the Weaver Gymnasium pool, parking sticker* were issued
Practices will be this Monday and than there were parking epacee?
Wednesday at 5 p.m. and attendance of one practice is required. ANSWER. Mr. Billy Lockrldge,
Renaissance
literature
at
the
speare and
Eastern's Dr. Robert E. Burkhart runs his
^rSSSwtfSftiKSf^
of safety and security.'
and
membership is limited. Co- director
University.
model train at his home. He teaches Shakesaid
that
there is a total of 2,411'
eds are asked to bring a towel cars registered
to students, inand cap.
eluding paid commuters with
«w
oi ,
«_ <i
2115 spaces available. Mr. LockChorus Slates Practice
rtdge sald tnat ms may seem
(Continued from Page One)
as though every student will not
to report to the Student Union
ted by last Friday had been and not on social probation.
The Oratorio Chorus is having be able to find a place to park,
Nominees
must
have
their
lobby
next
Monday
at
5
p.m.
filled out properly.
practices on Mondays from 7 Wnicn is not the case. "Every
"If these applications are not campus address, phone number to get their pictures taken,
to 8:15 p.m. in Room 300, Fos- student
has a place to park
Fifteen of the pre-candidates ter
Bu ldil
Tne
are
corrected by the deadline (tom- and hometown included onappllstudent
*
««
meetings
if
he
will
Just
go there to park
will be elected by the
morrow), they will be Invalid," cation forms.
Applications must include a b<*y next Tg-^^y- ftS2±S«M5 ft^iJLSBLS
Parsons stressed.
Some of the applications, he $3 entry fee, three photos no will be chosen from the 15 by are not required.
going and coming which means,
were submitted last spring larger than wallet size, and the ^ree off-campus Judges Satspaces
are not continuously
Sigma Tau Pi To Meet
when they were originally due, signatures of the nominating or- urday, Oct. 155, the date of the
filled. At night, he said, there
though the deadline later was ganizatlon's president and spon- parade and the football game.
Sigma Tau Pl_ Business Honor ar« P160** of 8PAC6S since COD1sor.
In the float and residence hall
updated to tomorrow.
muters are not on campus. If
Parsons also stressed that decoration Judging, there will be Society will meet next Monday
Parsons also listed the fol- queen candidates may not "cam- two winners in both the origina- at 6 p.m. in Combs 318. Stu- the zone that a student Is aslowing requirements for pre- paign" in any way, such as lity and beauty classes.
dents Interested In pledging signed to is filled, he may park
in the all decal zones. In the new
queen nominations:
Parsons said that themes sub- must be taking or have com- perking lot in front of Telford, or
through posters, ads, radio ahmitted last spring could be pleted 12 hours of business and
Co-eds must have a 2.0 grade nouncements, etc.
changed if the changes are made have a 2.5 overall standing. Fur- in the Coliseum lot. Mr. Lockbe
a
full-time
student
Each
of
the
pre-candidates
are
average,
by tomorrow's 4:30 p.m. deadline.' ther information may be obtained rldge said.
A meeting has been scheduled from Kenn Ttpton, President,
for Saturday, Oct. 18, for all 622-3639. 1604 Commonwealth.
organizations who plan to use the
ALL PURCHASES
Cavers' Meeting Monday
Hi $ warehouse near Maroon
Bowling Lanes, Parsons added,
Eastern's Cave Club will nave
to house and work on their floats.
an organizational meeting next
Monday at 7:30 p.m. In Roark 1.
WHILE YOU WAIT
Interested students are Invited.

Home 'Training

Homecoming Entries Due At 4:30 Friday

v

EVANS

C. SPURLIN
REALTOR

f A»Mii

COMMERCIAL

PRIVATF

- RESIDENTIAL

& AUCTION BALES

IN BUSINESS SINCE 1955

DOUGLAS CHEMAUIT, Salesman
PHILIP CUHHAGW, Salesman
-HO EAST

MAIN ST.

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN BY-PASS

NAME BRANDS ONLY

KESSLER JEWELERS
Richmond's Prestige Jewelry For 25 Yrs.
Next To Begley's-x
623-1292
'.1.

■'!■ 1UJ

JJEI

CHAPPY'S
I
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b
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ECUL\o *\r\k
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Rush Events

(Continued from Page Onef !
when fraternity members are i
allowed to speak to rusheeaj
Bids will be submitted to Tmi
at 2 p.m.
Rushees will meet in the Qrfce
Room at 2 p.m. also where tgfcy
will write on a slip of paper the
fraternity they wish to Join,
a second choice If deslr^l.
Bids will be handed out
day Oct. 20 at 6. p.m. by
various frater.il ly members.

Seniors Next
Milestone pictures for Eastern's Juniors will end tomorrow
and senior shots will be taken
next Monday through Thursday.
Pictures are taken free in the 1
Student Union lobby between U:SOJ,
a.m. and 4 p.m. and between 5
and 8:30 p.m.
Students report according to a
schedule dictated by the initial1
of their last name. Tomorrow's
schedule for Juniors is Q through. <]
Z. Next week's senior schedule,
Is A through F, Monday; G through:
K, Tuesday; L through P, W«
nesday, and Q through Z, Thurs-j
day.
.
—-

and

ft&K

■jtrt

PARK HARDWARE

1

H

*at88rtier

PASHMS FOR MEN

* CSMNMMTISUTSMl PCTVKS KUAU 4o

I '/

t

ADULTS]

m

ONLY

■

PATHE

COLOR

m

A CROWN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

STARTS SUNDAY
■■■■BBBBHBia

FINE FOODS
8:00 P.M

■•

AS M

$1495

DADDY!

DAILY

■■

from
CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD
122 Big
~

ssU

11:00 A.M.

'.1

Polity Wants Members
(Continued from Page Five)
The Polity Society, Eastern's 45 R.P.M. — Singles 87e plus .04 tax 91e Tofoi
6, then the Strong-men travel
lOtJ
political
science honorary organAlbums — 2.00
to Philadelphia, Dec. io
to
si
take on Big Five power La Salle ization, is seeking members from
4 TRK — 8 TRK — Reel Tape 2.00
In the University of Penn Pal- eligible students through next
Wednesday.
estra.
The University of Dayton then
Students Interested in Joining
*J
comes to Alumni Coliseum on should leave their names with
Dec. 13. Eastern's first OVC Mrs. Connie SchoeHmann, secbattle follows on Dec. 15 against retary for the political science
is
Morehead.
. deportment, inCombf 201, ^
MM
Should the Colonels show Well
In their first four encounters,
Peace Corps Test
it would be almost certain that
University recognition would
Students Interested in Peace
come to Eastern.
•«*
The Eastern practice sessions Corps work are urged to take
will run approximately two hours the Peace Corps Placement Test
next Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. In
every day.
"The pace of our practice ses- Roark 106. The test will be adsions Is very fast. We try to ministered by-45r. Glenn O. Caruse every minute constructive- ey, Associate Dean in the Col•iti
lege of Arts and Sciences.
ly," Strong said.
There are 19 ball players on
APPLE Rally Oct. 15
scholarships this year.
Once again Hissom will coach
"APPLE," last year's winning
the Colonel freshmen.
"This year's freshmen squad ticket in the freshmen election,
Boys Sizes
should be very exciting to watch," will have a rally to Introduce
90% wool
Hissom said. "I'm looking for- the new candidates to the soph14 thru 20
10% nylon
ward to a fine year."
omore class. The rally will be
Moo's Sixes
Authentic
Coach Strong will hold an all next Wednesday at the amphi34 thru 46
campus try-out on Oct. 15. All theater from 4 to 6 p.m. A
Stylo
those Interested in trying out for folk singer will provide entera spot on this year's squad tainment.
are requested to bring their own
Sex Is Topic
equipment to Alumni Coliseum at
AM one price
7:30 p.m.
Logos Eastern's Philosophy
Club, will have a meeting next
RICHMOND
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Moore
Building. Assistant Professor
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
ofPhilosophy J.C. Cherrington
4 Mil.. South
«n
us.
as
sr«o a—1. Hi. eas-ina
will speak on -the topic, "Sex Is
Dead: The Moral Implications,"
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
with discussion following.
Meetings of the club are open
MOVIE STARTS 7:40 P.M.
to all persons and will feature
x SHE CAME
faculty and student speakers and
TO SIT WITH
open discussions on revelant topBABY...and
ENDED UP WITH
ics during the year. ^^__^

I

■■

TiMl

ARMY GOODS STORE

£.*8S?

S*C

.!■•

Eastern has the .only collegi
ate program in this field In "
tucky.
^

NEW PEA COATS

290 S. SECOND
m
i.
m '

Basketball

Diamonds, Watches, Sterling

"This program is located in
the nursing department, Colle
of Applied Arts and Technology,
although academically, it is
interdisciplinary program draw.ff
ing on several areas including,
business, science, general
cation
and medical reci
science," Dean Clawson

"Special Order With
Small DepositAny Record In The Phonolog

ENGRAVING FREE

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 18<
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes.

tween Eastern and Richmond's
Pattie A. Clay Hospital. Students
also would visit and observe the
medical records in practice in
number of nearby hospitals, Dean I
Clawson said.

WHAT'S
WRONG
WITH

t

m

"^hastily"
CHER ^^B« COLOR
EWBARA LONDON STEPHEN AHTTAKER
—AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

M
3ri|lMlSMtf Tact Marti* MAVOOHKW* ■■
•1M9 American mtarnationM PtctunM

NOW OPEN FROM 9 til 9
University Shopping Center
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Exiles' Latest Record
Makes Several Charts

E CHOSEN FEW

Thirty-Six Here
In 'Who's Who
ty-i»ix Eastern stur4iave been named to
1969-70 edition of
r»
Who Among Stu1
Jn American Univerand Colleges."
H -Alabama-based pubiica»ves each higher education
a quota of students
from which the school's
jiic and administrative stmake nominations from Its
class.
xlmately 770 colleges
I snlversltles make nomlnat-

"Church St. Soul Revival," The Exiles' latest release on the Columbia label, is on its way to becoming
a hit in several part* of the country.

PhyUls iCByrley, Shawna CartIons to the peblicntlon that hon- wrlght, Paulette McWhortsr
wsstoSats^mohaTS displayed cUck. Guy Rsiidal Colson, MlchwUttSdWf traits of scholarship, ael F. Cowman, John B. Crites.
leadership
Joyce
Crossfleld.
leaaersniF and
■— service.
J(^^ ^^ s^9 A Donohue,
Each member Is awarded »c - oj^n E> Enf el, Nancy Evans,
certificate
by the publication!and HJjT^ FrafflOln, Sharon Good•n
hls
' ^ R Hamilton, Linda
his achievements are listed In
Hue Book," publ shed an- gSSdaT Danny Harris. Sandra
the
mnfar. PartlcU A. LaRosa, Sunually by •♦Who'* Who."
san Elaine Lovell, Sandra MarEastern students selected to tin, Merle Metellte.
"Who's Who" are:
Audrey Morrison, Phyllis 8.
James. G. Alexander, Caro- Nelson, Ronald Gene Poling, Mylvn
Bergsr, Cletus Bert- ra Gall Rhodes, Gay Lee Ste2m Charles J. Bonnell, Gary wart, Jeanne Swltter, Allen C.
g^^rpoaald 8. Bushier. Trimble and Dorian P. Yoagsr.

Rev. Palmquist Cites
[Four Kinds Of Love

29 on the survey which becomes
official this (Thursday) afternoon. WAKY»s chief competitor In Kentucklana, WKLO,
ranked It at No. 14 In this, its
second week on
its charts.

BY JUBf LEDFORD
Affls

Since Its release four
ago. It has been the best-selling
record In Richmond at Brttt's,
Currier's Music World and
Kurlous MarshmaUow, and has
soared to the top of the chart at
W E K Y, Richmond's only AM
radio station.
"It is definitely No. 1 here/'
WEKY reported this week. "I
haven't even seen this week's
survey, but kids eaU us and
•Church St. Soul Revival'
is
ell they want to hear."

Taper' Bonnet
Newspapers can be used for many things, as this co-ed
demoStrate. during Tuesday's rain. And. Incidentally. Its
giSillNlv^ap^fweek. *
(Photo by Larry W. Bally)

Walter Morris, owner of The
Mala Record Shop In Lexington,
has termed the record his "number one record In sales." It Is
also riding high on Lexington
radio charts, where it is No. 8
on WVLK and No. 15 on WLAP.

In addition to its local and
state-wide
success "Church
St Soul Revival" is the "pickhit" this week at WAMS, WilWAKY in Louisville has been mington. Del. It Is No. 20 on
playing it for less than two weeks, wETB's survey in Johnson City,
sad a deejay there said it is No. T«

Eight Spend
Seven Months
In Frankfort

th* iH«on
season 144144-0" and his
of the
mother looking out the window.
"One mother explained mis
kind" of love when she said, 'he's.
BY REBECCA JONES
Bight Eastern students have
a pain In the neck when he's
ended seven months as "Frankj
around me and a pain in my
fort Semester Interns" In which
I
heart when he's not'"
they got a first-hand look at the
IKO.
He
told
of
another
kind
of
love
&ev. Roger W. Palmquist, first asststent to Charles
operation of state government
"...that should bind all men toSchulz, creator of the "Peanut*" comic strip, dis- gether,
The eight are Kenneth Ray Adthat allows evthe four types of love last Sunday in the amphi- ery manthetokind
kins. Robert Lee Case, Guy Colbe a part of every
son.
Dlanne Davy, Elmer
other man."
Frasnre.
Kenneth Lee Hoop,
His appearance was the last during a five^ay visit .And he spoke Qt the love of
James I. Terry and Noel C.
God
for
all
mankind
"Jesus
is
Richmond.
Thompson.
still the answer to the needs of
and 15 others
"Thls kind of love Is living the world," he said.
I worked and lived with Schulz
w and 21 rather than In early ^J* K Scky»s' toar regional
The dates
of
five £»■•'--•"-'campus plays go
hav4s
tfc While," Rev. Palmquist together for a long
ion* time
umm and
««..»»setting
the
mood
the
next
Tne
oaisa
«»*•
*
"*"
'"*.
1,7^1,
from
Kentu
Setting
for
and Kentucky Stats
I as he drew "Peanuts" char- ing the «P«2f^ , m!?- iUustrattoo, Mrs.Ix>lsPalmquist pressnted by ta^
"Androcles and the"on. » college, spent the seven months
ts to Ulustrate different gethemess one knows In mar- ^^ m piano while her hus- have been changed, according to
rtage,'»Rev.Palnio^rtsaM.The|WM^P«n
^u^rmA state
1Richard! L. Benson. chslr-pUy for eWdrea, wUl heipre- JJJJJJ ^
j of love.
artist,
busily
drawing
anomsr
~
TSLTBC
man
of
the
™»*«^«*^^W*Z^*f£S
I^andtaMag
classes at K^n*e becsme personal friends
tmM %
I learned a lot about car- cartoon, explained that theflgure PaimqUl8t sang wMle adding the and Drama.
^J^M^V^SmuS* *"** 8t»* CoU*f* ln Fimnk'
"Romeo and Juliet will be
"W^" ^J*^^** fort
Cartoons are difficult was Charlie Brown's mother. ^^ touches and continued
"This
is
the
first
tims
you've
,!„-„^
,
changed
the
efpresented
Nov.
S,7,8,11,13.
Uand
May
M, », W, 20, ii. ss ana
a%
h
gjMO wnk9 ftgummtr rebetimes to master. It's hard
i difficult things look very seen CharUe's mother. When fect * me. 8ceM by the use of 16 rather than In late October 28 rather than inifcts Apru. ..arch paper and went on several
Schult decided to do a comic u-m,.
All plays wUl be in reari ^^ ^^ ^ students also
M
0 Usted in the Activities Planstrip
about
littis
people,
he
deMarty
wilson
of
the
nlng
Calendsr.
Buchanan
Theatre,
received 16 semester hours of
Rtv.
.. Palmquist talked about the
elded
to
have
Just
littis
people
Methodist
Student
Center
Intro"After
The
Fsll"
will
be
precredit
In specially arranged semkinds of love and Illustrated aad their dog. Parents are alinars
and
received a $280 monthly
duced Mr. and Mrs. Palmquist sented Jan. 14. IB, 16, 17, 21,
Rshsirsils
UistrviY
one. He spoke of romantic ways off stage," he explained,
About
200
22
and
26
rather
than
in
midtMi their son, Eric.
salary.
between teenagers, love In
Gov. Louie B. Nunn met with
The cartoon Illustrated the kind people attended the program, the February as Usted ln the callove that Mads thefamRehearsals
have
begun
and
the
Interne during their last week
_,„^™..
God's love for mankind. of love that binds the fsmlly to- last of a five-day series of pro- endar.
tamer
It
showed
Charlie
af(rams
sponsored
by
the
Inter"TheRhtaoceros
wWbepre,*,
baan
me
and
wun mem
umr
casting
has
been
done
for
the
discussed with
them their
eutiv
>• is a kind of condition
tar
losing
"...the
opening
gems
faith
Council.
aentad
March
12,
13,
14,
is,
a,
a
t
a»s
first
productimpressions
of
state
govern1JMm
Th
m
r
almost defies any de^^
—
>
—
=r
I
ion this year, William Shakes- ment
itton he said. Referring to
_i, the cartoonist said,
stand mat this place has
\^V^ V/VAiJ X a*a vawaa^**
o
c
Tmav M R^,,, Uia.chatman of ttai Departaeot of
a lot of love."
_
-.»
w-hrr-ijl
Bellas Juliet, Tony Mannen Political Science, the campus
•s take a look at what love
to most of the the EKU
Montague,' and Rudd Parsons as aunts five.
ts," he said as he drew a
M ^
boy kissing. "Love is
2?i« tJ» bMir^orac.
to a lot of people. Your
J- •'
its must haveestab- .idontof the PanheUenlc Assocl- LTtelley, Its director.
think differently shout
Hated a grade point average of attoa, said.
The play will be presented
however."
g.0 ln order to be eligible for On Nov. 2, rushees will attend j^ 6 ^^^g^ 8 sad Nov. IS
of the students was
rush," Llnds Phillips, president a general orientation meeting. In ^ h 18 u the Pearl Buand a new character
of the campus CoUeglate Pan- addition to an explanation of cnfn|u, Theatre.
^^____
taking form as the eartoonheUenlc
Association,
said
this
pledge
procedures,
each
ruahee
.jT—
J„1^J
Upperclassmen, transfer
tlnlster Joked with the audiweek.
wUl
hsve
a
rush
counselor
asf|P
F
ScheQUieQ
students and freshmen who Rush period begins Nov. 1 with .igned to her st the meeting. M IX L- JUlWUiwu
le drew two older people
peopie who
wno want to
nwy- a series
^ of
^ open
^ so^j.
« invitational
invitational parpar- _
to participate in sorogpta houses
hoUBW on
T-„ ,wn
A MTi9B
series of
very much la rfty
«■-- rush
—»- must
—.—4. ragitter
~unrUr *n
i
Isakl u"... gjre
are »«iiw>l«
,
the
dormitories,
ties
will
be
Nov.
3
to
6,
with
^OUr
1 lMlCS
TOritf floor to
L" The picture *owed tvo ^ -^ Q{ vVomeli's office "Every rushes must attend open the final preference party Nov.
Irs back to back with dad al- " «
. rr^^y ^4 boaM to ^ considered for pled- 7. Bids will be distributed Nov. £+ C «««• --^
At
; bald reading the newspaper by
' clerical fee.
Hm." Mary Moors, Vice-Pre- ».
knit
mom fat aad
3he Grsdusts Record Examination (.ORE) for undergraduates
•I
and others planning to go to
graduate school, will be administered by the Educational Test1
Coffins Stn RidMsmsd. Ky.
a Service at Eastern Oct. 26,
9, Dec. IS, »•», April »5,
Phono 623^075
1970 and July 11,19*70.
•■ Choo— a firm whoso Humbsjn aro yiudMoroi
The deadline for applying for
the Oct. SB test was Tuesday.
of our Unrvorslry."
The exam is subdivided to In* IS yrs. oxporiooct in Roof Estato
clude an Aptitude Test of gen•ral scholastic ability and an
Highway 227
Wo Chorqo 2% Commission
Advanced Test which measures
achievement in 21 major fields of
V/2 Mi»ts From PooMiborougli Stotw Pork
study.
Toward Wlochosrwr
The costs for the tests are $8
for the Aptitude Test, $9 for the
Ross Sporim
• TRAIL RIDES
• MOONUGHT RIDES
ROBERT N. AZBILL
Advanced Test, or $16 for both
Root
Estato Irohor
tests administered on the same
• PICNIC ARIA
•SS-S-IM
day and using the same regis623-6082
EKU STUDENTS WELCOME
tration form.
For each testing date, a Density date has been set up. Registration forms received by the
Educational Testing Service af»r this date will Incur a S3 penalty fee."
Registration forms and further
details for the GRE are available In the 1969-70 "Bulletin
of Informaton for Candidates,"
I which may be obtained from the
(graduate school office, Coatee
IM.
__

Five EKU Play Dates
Changed; 'Romeo'

WBGN in Bowling Green reported that "Church St Soul Re_ its most requested
vlval n
record last week and rated It at
18 on this week's survey.

$s

#$

"Home Cooked Food'
N. 2nd St.

Will Begin Nov. 6

Co-eds Participating In Rush
Must Register Here By Tuesday

•ssiTs.'WK™ »^«;*S£
p ktort
** **. ^^»«— - • ~ ■—•«" ^^

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Where You Got Quality
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Pays A Week

S2f I

ai.«i,«MMiim

0ll|r
InturrHitg

Eastern

SPURI4N Realty Co.

HORSES

DANIEL BOONE
RIDING STABLE

"1
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■ a •• *.. •-"
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PIZZA IS OUR SPECIALTY

Campus Hick

[^W**
MOTION HCTUB*
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM RROCei
APMMTQMPM
ICE STATION ZEBRA
Rock Hmdsew, Ernest Bergntae
Oct. 10 * 11—FM. * Oac.
A MAN Cfi13Wn GANNON

SEATING CAPACITY-OVER 100

:i Conveniently located On Your Way To Town
Carry-oof or delivery
ITTilflft
110 SOUTH SECOND STREET
1

'j

Oct. IS * 14—Mon. R Toes.
THE MAGUS
antaeay Qataa, Osantas Pergea
Michael Catae,
Oct. IS R IS—Wei. R Than.
SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL SHERIFF
Gamer, Joan
Oct. IT R 18— Fri. R Sat.
DEADFALL
Michael Catae, Gtevana* Rslll
Nanette Newmai
SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAMS
Ticket Office Opens 7:St Bwss,
Shew Starts 8:00 a*

BUSH LOOK
Everyone's going for the new
bush coat style. This one's
styled from cordless corduroy.
Self belt with brass buckle.
Pants are fitted and flared with
jaunty cuffs. Great for class
wear.

Here's the easy way to sport a
rugged, back-to-nature appearance. Put yourself into a U.
Shop corduroy bush coat, fancy
flare-bottom slacks. Top it all
off with a Phi Bates George
boot

Wit Irtoerslttt 9bop 8£|$ " aSt*

He
1*)

K~*
,<,.L'

1 t&SUBfBBu

1
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RADIO SPECIALS

SM
coaiai autot to WISTERN CIVILIZATION

WELCOME
NEW
COLONELS

I

CHANNEL
tombctomrtrcu^fa Aged IJMSXN \
'.■'■X-&&

6*81
AM-FM Portable

TIME TO SHOW YOUR
COLORS . . . MAROON
ft WHITE. THAT IS!

MASTER
$9.95 to $30.00
AM Cordleae Table

8210
AM Portable

AM-FM Westingouse
(11 only) Special $17.88

Try in Today and
all this year for..
EKU Sweatshirts
EKU Deeds
EKU Pennants
EKU Mugs
EKU Jewelery
EKU Stationery

CAMPUS
BOOKSTORt

Ml
AM Pocket Portable

STUDY*MASTER

PUBLICATIONS

■

IEBI

I

Plan Ahead
8
3
4
5
6
7
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
RECORD CLUB
All you do is enroll in our record club and
each time you make a purchase we punch
your card. After 8 records are purchased
you will receive any record in our store
absolutely FREE! NO increase in price. Still
everyday low prices
USED & NEW BOOKS

CAMPUS

Student Union Building
i
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£

■30
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